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Raptor Resource Project volunteer
Summary: Student Matthew Lasch, an advocate for protecting raptors and their natural habitats, practices the ancient
art of falconry. He'll complete an environmental studies concentration in December.
(November 8, 2005)-Matthew “Mattie” Lasch grew up in a family that loves the outdoors, but that doesn’t totally
explain his attraction to birds of prey. From the moment he could decipher words he was reading books about birds. His
mother thought it was “just a phase,” but when Lasch, at the age of 10, made a long distance phone call without
permission to a bird expert he saw on the news, his parents began to comprehend and acknowledge his level of
fascination.
“The number was flashing across the bottom of the screen, so I called,” remembered Lasch. “His name was Bob
Anderson, and he was raising peregrines for the Raptor Resource Project.” Surprised by the young voice, Anderson
asked to talk to his mother. He suggested they take their young enthusiast to the Game Farm in Anoka.
“I took my books along to the Game Farm to ask questions,” remembered Lasch, “and I saw a lot of birds, but the most
exciting moment was holding a peregrine falcon on my fist.” The rest is history.
Over the years, his parents took him to countless falconry meetings, picnics, meets, and anything related to falconry. He
was anxious to participate fully with his own bird, but Lasch knew he was not ready. “Falconry is a huge commitment,
and it takes so much time on a daily basis, I knew I wouldn’t be able to do it along with high school activities and sports.
It was the right decision to wait.”
In the summer of 2004, Lasch passed the falconry test, obtained a permit, secured a sponsor, and prepared the facilities
for his first bird. Although his trapping attempts failed that fall, in December he was given a young red-tailed hawk from
a fellow falconer. “I was ecstatic. It was a dream come true.” Training went quickly, and soon Lasch was in the field,
free flying his hawk.
“This is what I’ve wanted to do since I was 10 years old,” said Lasch. “I find birds of prey fascinating. Understanding
them better by becoming a team with a bird is amazing. It makes all of the training and time well worth it. The feeling I
get from seeing a red-tail drop out of a tree, or a falcon do a vertical stoop or a goshawk tail chase a pheasant for 50
yards is a feeling I can’t explain and never get tired of experiencing.”
Volunteering with Raptor Resource Projects
Last summer Lasch volunteered on two Raptor Resource Project ventures. His first trip took him to Duluth where he and
Anderson, who he called when he was 10, and Rob McIntyre, who placed that first falcon on his fist, banded peregrine
chicks hatched on nests that were placed on Duluth’s highest buildings. Up to 41 percent of the peregrine chicks banded
in Minnesota each year are hatched on “stacks” in urban or industrial locations.

The Duluth experience included an up close and personal encounter with one of the chick's mother. “The falcon
swooped in and hit me square in the head,” remembered Lasch. To fully appreciate this happening, Lasch shared a few
interesting figures: “A two pound female peregrine falcon, diving at 200 miles per hour, strikes its prey at 293.3 ft./sec.
or 586.6 ft./lb./sec., the equivalent of being hit by an eight-pound sledge hammer thrown at 49.9 mph. Now, who wants
to go up and help band babies and aggravate Mama? Don’t forget your hard hat!”
The second excursion took Lasch to southern Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Iowa to band chicks for the Mississippi River
Project which has the goal of developing a self-sustaining population of peregrines with no human interference along the
banks of the Mississippi and its tributaries.
“It was an amazing experience,” shared Lasch. “I was able to experience banding wild, rock nesting peregrines with
some of the most experienced falconers and banders in America, including Bob Anderson and Rob McIntyre. I could see
the expression on their faces when we banded peregrines nesting in their natural habitat. I had the feeling that we were
doing something right to correct a big wrong that we created. Banning DDT was key to saving the peregrine, but
dedicated falconers and scientists actually made the turn around of the peregrine possible.”
“It is because of these men who take the time and effort to do captive breeding, release falcons into the wild at specific
sites, observe nesting falcons, and hang over tall buildings and high cliffs to band chicks that we are seeing a success
story for a bird that was almost extinct,” Lasch reflected.
UMM research projects
Lasch’s interest in raptors has helped shape his UMM education. His area of concentration - environmental studies combines elements from both the biology and geology disciplines. A biology practicum and a directed study allowed
him to analyze almost 30 years of banding data collected by Frank Taylor, former curator of birds at the University of
Minnesota Raptor Center who bands migrating raptors on the North Shore of Lake Superior. Lasch is hoping his degree,
his research, and his experience will allow him to begin a career in a field that will permit him to continue to be involved
with raptors.
This fall an essay written by Lasch, “A Passion for Learning,” which describes the intertwining of his enthusiasm for
birds of prey with a passion for learning will be published in the Journal of the North American Falconers Association.
Lasch is a member of the men’s tennis team that won the 2005 UMAC conference tournament last spring. He’s also
active with intramural sports.
Photo above: Lasch banding a peregrine chick atop a Duluth building last summer.
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